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We investigate the creation mechanism of quantum accelerator modes which are attributed to the existence of the stability islands in an underlying pseudoclassical phase space of the quantum delta-kicked accelerator. Quantum accelerator modes can be created by exposing a Bose-Einstein condensate to a pulsed standing light wave. We show that constructive interference between momentum states populated by the pulsed light determines the stability island’s existence in the underlying pseudoclassical phase space. We generalize this interference model to incorporate higher-order accelerator modes, showing that they are generated if the rephasing occurs after multiple pulses. The model is extended to predict the momentum structure of the quantum accelerator modes close to higher-order quantum resonances. These predictions are in good agreement with our experimental observations.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The delta-kicked accelerator has been widely used in studying aspects of the transition to chaos in classical and quantum systems [1]. The experimental study of the quantum delta-kicked accelerator (QDKA) has been possible due to the existence of atom cooling and trapping techniques. Experimentally, the QDKA was realized by exposing a sample of laser-cooled atoms to a pulsed off-resonant standing wave of light in the direction of gravity [2]. The most striking feature of this experiment was the observation of quantum accelerator modes (QAMs) which are characterized by a linear momentum gain with pulse number for a component of the atomic ensemble. The modes appear close to quantum resonance times which are integer multiples of the half-Talbot time [2]. QAMs are important in the fields of quantum chaos [3,4], atomic physics [5,6], and nonlinear dynamics [7]. To more effectively use QAM modes for these studies it is important to understand their creation mechanism.

To this end two theoretical models have been developed to explain the observed behavior of the QDKA and particularly to cast light on the creation mechanism of QAMs. Godun et al. [5] developed a theory in which QAMs are created by constructive interference between neighboring momentum states (diffraction orders) populated by the standing-wave potential (phase grating). According to this model, only a few of the momentum states accumulate appropriate relative phases between each kick in order to maintain the condition for constructive interference and give rise to the QAMs. Although this theory's prediction for the average momentum of the QAMs is in excellent agreement with experiments, it was not possible to directly observe the QAM's momentum states structure due to the low-momentum resolution of the experiments utilizing laser-cooled atoms.

In a different approach to understand QAMs, Fishman, Guarneri, and Rebuzzini (FGR) [8] developed a pseudoclassical method to study the QDKA (henceforth referred to as the $\epsilon$-classical model). They showed that a parameter which plays the role of Planck’s constant scales with the time deviation from a quantum resonance. Hence, for a time interval between kicks close to a resonance, a classical treatment of the QDKA can provide a good description. Using this approach, they attributed the QAMs to the stability islands that appear in the underlying pseudo-classical phase space of the QDKA. The most celebrated feature of this model was the prediction of higher-order QAMs which was confirmed experimentally shortly thereafter [4]. This was a feature that the interference model was unable to explain.

For experiments on cold atomic samples, the momentum distribution was significantly wider than two recoil momentum and therefore one could not observe the individual momentum states after applying standing waves. This experimental limitation and the fact that the interference model failed to predict higher-order QAMs has played in favor of the $\epsilon$-classical theory such that it has become the theoretical backbone of QDKA research.

The observation of QAMs using a Bose-Einstein condensate (BEC) [9] (see Fig. 1 as an example of the QAM with BEC) has circumvented many of these difficulties. The advantage of using a BEC over laser-cooled atoms is that the BEC’s initial state is confined inside a minimum-uncertainty box in the phase space. The very narrow momentum width of a BEC allows us to observe the discreteness of the momentum transferred to the atoms after each kick. These observations reveal that QAMs consist of a limited number of momentum states. Hence we are strongly motivated to revisit the interference model and try to not only generalize it in order to incorporate the higher-order QAMs but also establish a better understanding of the relation between the two theoretical pictures.

The format of this paper is as follows. In Sec. II we briefly review both of the theories. In Sec. II A we lay out the interference model of the QAMs. In Sec. II B we review the $\epsilon$-classical theory followed by Sec. II C where we establish the relation to the interference model. This section ends with the generalization of the interference model to the
higher-order modes. The experimental setup and observations will be presented in Secs. III and IV.

II. THEORY

Both interference and e-classical models are reviewed in this section. Previous theoretical studies [10] have shown that for trapping parameters such as those in our experiment collisional interactions play a minor role in the evolution of QAMs. As such, we do not consider the effect of interatomic interactions in the following analysis. This agrees well with our experimental observations that are well described with theories that do not include any contribution from mean-field effects.

A. Interference model

The following analysis is based on the interference model presented in Ref. [5]. According to this theory the laser-cooled atoms’ de Broglie wave packet is assumed to cover many periods of the standing wave. Through the light shift the standing-wave potential can be written as

$$H = \frac{\hat{p}^2}{2m} + mgz - \frac{U_{\text{max}}}{2} [1 + \cos(Gx)] \sum_{N_p} \delta(t - N_p T),$$

(1)

with $G=2k$ as the grating vector, $k$ as the light wave vector, $m$ is the atomic mass, and $T$ is the time between pulses. The third term allows this potential to act as a thin phase grating with the net effect being to populate different momentum states according to the following relation:

$$\ket{\psi} = \sum_{n=-\infty}^{\infty} I_n(\phi_0) \ket{p_n},$$

(2)

where $J_n$ is the $n$th-order Bessel function of the first kind and $\phi_0 = U_{\text{max}} \Delta t / (2\hbar)$, where $\Delta t$ is the duration of each now finite pulse. $\phi_0$ determines the relative populations in the diffraction orders after each pulse is applied. The phase accumulated in the momentum state $\ket{p_n}$, between the $N_p$th and $(N_p+1)$th pulse with respect to the phase in the state $\ket{p_0}$ is given by

$$\phi_q - \phi_0 = \frac{\hbar G^2}{2m} T q^2 + v_i G T q + g G T^2 N_p q,$$

(3)

where $v_i$ is the initial velocity of atom and $q$ is the total number of grating recoils, $(\hbar G)$ that the atoms have gained up to and including the $N_2$th pulse. The first term in Eq. (3) is the phase evolution due to the extra momentum $q$. The second and third terms are the contributions of the initial velocity and the gravitational acceleration to the phase evolution. According to Eq. (3) the phase difference between two adjacent momentum states from $N_p$th pulse to $N_p+1$th pulse is given by

$$\phi_q - \phi_{q-1} = \frac{\hbar G^2}{2m} (2q - 1) + v_i G T + g G T^2 N_p,$$

(4)

We now impose the requirement that this phase difference be an integer multiple of $2\pi$ for the constructive interference that leads to the creation of a QAM. The above equation can be separated into two parts: one which contains the terms $q$ and $N_p$ (which change with time) and another term which is determined by the initial conditions. Thus,

$$\frac{\hbar G^2}{m} T q + g G T^2 N_p = 2\pi q l,$$

(5)

$$v_i G T - \frac{\hbar G^2}{2m} T = 2\pi l',$$

(6)

where $l$ and $l'$ are integers. These equations can be rearranged to find $p_i = m v_i$ (the initial momentum) and $q$ (the momentum gained by the atoms participating in the accelerator modes),

$$p_i = \left( l' - \frac{1}{\alpha} \right) \hbar G,$$

(7)

$$q = \frac{N_p}{\gamma} \frac{\alpha^2}{l - \alpha},$$

(8)

where $\gamma = \hbar^2 G^3 / 2m^2 g$. The parameter $\alpha$ is defined as $\alpha = T / T_{1/2}$, where $T_{1/2}$ as the half Talbot time, is given by

$$T_{1/2} = \frac{2\pi m}{\hbar G^2}.$$

(9)

It can also be seen from Eq. (4) that

$$\phi_{q+1} - \phi_q = \phi_q - \phi_{q-1} + 2\pi \alpha,$$

(10)

which implies that only a narrow range of diffraction orders around $q$ can maintain the rephasing condition. This becomes even more profound as $\alpha$ increases.

B. e-classical theory and higher-order modes

In the absence of gravity, the Hamiltonian of Eq. (1) reduces to the delta-kicked rotor (DKR); a planar rotor sub-
JECTED TO EXTERNAL PERIODIC DRIVING PULSES. THE SPACIAL PERIODICITY OF THE DKRS HAMILTONIAN ALLOWS ONE TO USE BLOCH THEORY WHICH STATES THAT THE QUASIMOMENTUM $\beta$ OF AN ATOM SUBJECTED TO A SPATIALLY PERIODIC POTENTIAL IS CONSERVED IN TIME. HERE $\beta$ IS THE FRACTIONAL PART OF THE MOMENTUM EXPRESSED IN UNITS OF $\hbar G$. THE TERM $\beta$-ROTOR IS FREQUENTLY USED TO REFER TO ROTOR STATE OF A PARTICULAR QUASIMOMENTUM.

IN THE PRESENCE OF GRAVITY THE HAMILTONIAN OF EQ. (1) LOSES ITS PERIODICITY AND QUASIMOMENTUM IS NO LONGER CONSERVED. IN ORDER TO REDUCE THE HAMILTONIAN OF EQ. (1) TO A DKR FORM, FGR USED A GAUGE TRANSFORMATION AND REWRITING EQ. (1) IN A FREELY FALLING FRAME. THE RESULT WAS A HAMILTONIAN WHICH WAS PERIODIC IN SPACE BUT NOT IN TIME, ONCE AGAIN REDUCING THE DYNAMICS TO THE $\beta$-ROTORS DYNAMICS. THEY DEFINED A SMALL PARAMETER $\epsilon=2\pi(T/T_{1/2}-1)$, WHERE $l$ IS AN INTEGER, AND FOUND THAT $|\epsilon|$ COULD BE ASSIGNED THE ROLE OF PLANCK’S CONSTANT. THEREFORE, FOR PULSE SEPARATIONS CLOSE TO RESONANCE TIMES, WHERE $\epsilon\to 0$, THE HAMILTONIAN IS A FORMAL QUANTIZATION OF THE FOLLOWING CLASSICAL MAPS:

$$\theta_{N_p+1} = \theta_{N_p} \pm J_{N_p} ,$$

$$J_{N_p+1} = J_{N_p} + \hat{k}\sin(\theta_{N_{p+1}}) \pm \tau \eta , \quad (11)$$

WHERE $\hat{k} = |e|\delta \kappa$, $\tau = 2\pi a$, AND $\eta = mgT/\hbar G$. THE DIMENSIONLESS $\theta$ AND $J$ PARAMETERS ARE DEFINED AS

$$\theta = Gx \text{ mod}(2\pi) ,$$

$$J_{N_p} = I_{N_p} + \text{sgn}(\epsilon)[\pi \ell + \tau(\beta + N_p \eta + \eta/2)] , \quad (12)$$

WHERE $p/|\hbar G| = l/|\epsilon| + \beta$. THE MAP OF EQ. (11) CAN HAVE PERIOD-$p$ FIXED POINTS. IF THESE FIXED POINTS ARE STABLE THEY WILL BE SURROUNDED BY ISLANDS OF STABILITY. IF THE ATOOMIC WAVE PACKET HAS A SIZABLE OVERLAP WITH ONE OF THESE ISLANDS, ITS MOMENTUM WILL GROW LINEARLY WITH THE NUMBER OF KICKS ACCORDING TO THE RELATION,

$$q = q_0 - N_p \left( \frac{\eta \tau}{\epsilon} + \frac{2\pi m}{p \epsilon} \right) . \quad (13)$$

THESE QAMs ARE CLASSIFIED ACCORDING TO THEIR ORDER $p$ AND JUMPING INDEX $j$. A FIXED POINT $(p,j)$ OCCURS AT $J_0 = 2\pi m/p$ AND $\theta_0 = \theta_j$. FIGURE 2 DEPICTS PHASE-SPACE PORTRAITS OF EQ. (11). A $(1,0)$ STABLE FIXED POINT OCCURS AT $J_0 = 0$ IN FIG. 2(a) WHERE STABLE POINTS WITH INDEXES $(10,1)$ APPEARS IN FIG. 2(b). AS CAN BE SEEN A STABILITY ISLAND SURROUNDS THESE STABLE FIXED POINTS, (a) GIVING RISE TO A PRIMARY QAM AND (b) GIVING RISE TO A HIGHER-ORDER QAM.

C. Generalized interference model

IN THIS SECTION WE SHOW THAT THE STABILITY OF A FIXED POINT IN THE $\epsilon$-CLASSICAL THEORY IS EQUIVALENT TO THE CONSTRUCTIVE INTERFERENCE CONDITION BETWEEN TWO NEIGHBORING DIFFRACTION STATES IN THE INTERFERENCE MODEL. WE START WITH EQ. (12) AND REWRITE IT IN THE FOLLOWING FORM:

$$J_{N_p} = \epsilon P + \pi \ell + \tau(\beta + N_p \eta + \eta/2) , \quad (14)$$

WHERE $P$ IS THE INTEGER PART OF THE MOMENTUM IN UNITS OF $\hbar G$ AFTER THE $N_p$TH PULSE IS APPLIED.

AS MENTIONED EARLIER THE $j=0$ STABLE FIXED POINT OF THIS MAP IS AT $J=0$ AND DOES NOT CHANGE AFTER APPLYING ANY NUMBER OF KICKS. BY DEFINITION, $P$ IN EQ. (14) IS THE TOTAL MOMENTUM ACQUIRED BY THE FIXED POINT FROM THE PULSES. THIS IS EQUIVALENT TO THE DEFINITION OF $q$ IN THE INTERFERENCE MODEL ALLOWING US TO REPLACE $q$ WITH $P$ IN THE FOLLOWING DISCUSSION. ALSO, SINCE $\beta$ IS CONSERVED, ITS VALUE IS DETERMINED BY THE INITIAL VELOCITY VIA $\beta = mv_0/\hbar G$. SUBSTITUTING THESE RESULTS AND DEFINITIONS OF $\tau$, $\eta$, AND $\epsilon = \hbar G^2 T/m - 2\pi l$ INTO EQ. (14) WE HAVE,

$$\frac{\hbar G^2}{2m} - 2\pi ql + \pi l + \left( TG\nu_0 + \frac{1}{2} G\nu^2 N_p + \frac{1}{2} G^2 T^2 \right) = 0 , \quad (15)$$

WHERE THE LAST TERM IS INTRODUCED INTO THE EQUATION BECAUSE IT IS WRITTEN IN THE FREELY FALLING FRAME. HENCE IT VANISHES IN THE LABORATORY FRAME, WITH THE RESULT THAT EQ. (15) IN THE LABORATORY FRAME REDUCES TO EQ. (4) UP TO A CONSTANT PHASE FACTOR OF $\pi l - \hbar G^2 T/2m$. IN OTHER WORDS, THE EXISTENCE OF A STABLE FIXED POINT IN THE $\epsilon$-CLASSICAL THEORY PRODUCES THE SAME EQUATION FOR
the formation of a QAM as the interference theory. Now consider a general \((p,i)\) fixed point with \(J_p=2\pi i/p\). Such a point gains \(2\pi i/p\) momentum units for each kick, so at the \(N_r\)th pulse the total momentum of the fixed point becomes \((2\pi i/p)N_r\). This is now the right hand side of Eq. (15). Splitting this equation in a similar manner to Eqs. (5) and (6) of the interference model for the time-dependent equation we have

\[
\frac{\hbar G^2}{2m}T2q + gGT^2N_p = 2\pi q + 2\pi i/pN_p.
\] (16)

Therefore, for a QAM with indexes \((p,i)\) the phase difference between two neighboring momentum states can only be an integer multiple of \(2\pi\) when \(\frac{q}{p}N_p\) is an integer. Hence \(N_p\) is an integer multiple of \(p\). This concept can be generalized even more to explain the QAMs at higher-order quantum resonances where \(\pi=2\pi(a/b)\) with \(a\) and \(b\) as positive integer numbers. For QAMs at these resonant times the rephasing happens between momentum diffraction orders that are separated by \(\hbar G\). Hence rewriting Eq. (4) for the momentum states of \(q\) and \(q-b\) we have

\[
\phi_q - \phi_{q-b} = \frac{\hbar G^2}{2m}T(2qb + b^2) + v GTb + g GT^2N_p b.
\] (17)

Once again separating Eq. (17) into two time dependent and independent parts, the momentum gain of a QAM and the initial condition required for a QAM to exist at higher-order resonances are given by the following:

\[
q = \frac{N_p}{p} \frac{a^2 b}{\gamma} l' - ab, \quad (18)
\]
\[
p_i = \left(\frac{l}{ab} - \frac{1}{2b}\right) \hbar G. \quad (19)
\]

### III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

A schematic of the setup for this experiment is shown in Fig. 3 [11,12]. A standard six-beam magneto-optical trap (MOT) configuration with 24 mW power was used to trap about \(50 \times 10^6\) atoms. These atoms were then loaded into an optical trap created by focusing a 36 W CO\(_2\) laser beam. Forced evaporative cooling was carried out by reducing the CO\(_2\) laser beam’s power in order to create a pure condensate with 45 000 atoms in the \(5S_{1/2}F=2\) state. The CO\(_2\) laser was then turned off to release the BEC from the optical trap. To make the pulsing standing beam the light used to create the MOT beams was deflected using an acousto-optic modulator into another optical path. This light was 6.7 GHz red detuned from \(5S_{1/2}F=1 \rightarrow 5P_{3/2}F=2\) transition line of the Rb87 and was directed into the chamber at

![FIG. 3. Schematic of the experiment. The retroreflected kicking beam propagates in 41° relative to the vertical direction. The CO\(_2\) beams was directed into a vacuum chamber in horizontal direction and passed through a 2× beam expander where the second lens was mounted on a translational stage.](image)

![FIG. 4. Experimental data showing the quantum accelerator modes near quarter-Talbot time where the time interval between the kicks was 15.8 \(\mu\)s. The data shown were created by horizontally stacking 47 time-of-flight images of the condensate, each 8.9 ms after a certain number of kicks (horizontal axis) applied to the BEC.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Kicking period</th>
<th>(a/e)</th>
<th>(a/b)</th>
<th>(b)</th>
<th>(\Delta p_i) theory</th>
<th>(\Delta p_i) observed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Talbot</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(\frac{\hbar G}{2})</td>
<td>(\frac{\hbar G}{2})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Half-Talbot</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>(\hbar G)</td>
<td>(\hbar G)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Quarter-Talbot</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>(\frac{1}{2})</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>(\hbar G)</td>
<td>(\hbar G)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
41° relative to the vertical direction. The momentum distribution was measured by expanding the condensate for a controlled duration, typically 9 ms, and then destructively imaged using an absorptive technique.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

As mentioned earlier the main advantage of using a BEC to realize the QDKA is the improved momentum resolution which allows the observation of the individual momentum states produced by the pulses of the standing wave. Therefore such experiments provide a direct method to examine the validity of the interference model. Figure 1 shows a QAM observed near the Talbot time where the time interval between the kicks was 72 μs. This figure shows that mainly three neighboring momentum states comprise the QAM and almost maintain their population while gaining momentum from the kicks. According to the interference model, these are the momentum states that can rephase at the next kick with a higher momentum. At pulse separations near to the quarter-Talbot time where \( b=2 \) the rephasing should happen between momentum states with separation of \( b\hbar G=2\hbar G \). In other words momentum states with \( 2\hbar G \) separations should be populated in the QAM. Recently we have been able to observe QAMs near the quarter-Talbot time. Figure 4 shows an example of such data in which the QAM appeared when the time interval between the kicks was 15.8 μs. As is shown by the dotted lines in this figure, the rephasing happens between states with \( 2\hbar G \) separation, in good agreement with the prediction of the model.

Another aspect of the theory is given by Eq. (19) which indicates a ladder structure for the initial momentum required for observing QAMs. Existence of this structure has been observed with cold atoms [3] and BEC [9] but only for kicking separations close to Talbot and half-Talbot times. According to Eq. (19) this periodicity in the initial momentum depends on the kicking period as \( \Delta p=\hbar G/\alpha b \). To observe this periodicity a series of data were taken at Talbot, half-Talbot and quarter Talbot times with a constant number of kicks but variable initial momentum. The initial momentum of the condensate was changed by turning off the CO\(_2\) laser and applying the kicking potential after a variable time interval during which the BEC gained momentum under the influence of gravity. Figure 5 shows three data sets taken at (a) \( T=15.8 \) μs, (b) \( T=37.1 \) μs, and (c) \( T=61 \) μs pulse separations for different values of the BEC’s initial momentum.

The data in Fig. 5 was created by horizontally stacking 60 time-of-flight images of the condensate, each for a different initial momentum. The theoretical predictions and the observed periodicity of the momentum deduced from Fig. 5 are summarized in Table I which indicates good agreement between the predictions of the model and experiments. The periodicity of the QAMs was deduced from the separation between the QAMs as shown in Fig. 5.

V. SUMMARY

To summarize, we have generalized the interference model to explain the higher-order QAMs. We have shown that the higher-order accelerator modes are generated by the rephasing of neighboring diffraction momentum states of the matter wave off a standing beam after multiple pulses. Furthermore, the model was extended to the QAMs at higher-order quantum resonances by showing that they are generated by rephasing between momentum states with certain separations set by the quantum resonance time. The relation between this model and the pseudoclassical model was established. This was accomplished by showing that the constructive interference between momentum states populated by the pulsed light determines the stability island’s existence in the \( \varepsilon \)-classical phase space. Experimentally, quantum accelerator modes were created by exposing a Bose-Einstein condensate to a pulsed standing light wave. Using this system quantum accelerator modes near quarter-Talbot time were observed. These observations allowed us to validate the interference model and its predictions for the periodicity of the QAMs with initial momentum of the BEC at Talbot, half-Talbot, and quarter-Talbot time.
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